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Abstract

We report Magnetospheric Multiscale observations of large amplitude, parallel, electrostatic, proton plasma frequency waves

on the magnetospheric side of the reconnecting magnetopause. The waves are often found in the magnetospheric separatrix

region and in the outflow near the magnetospheric ion edge. Statistical results from five months of data show that these waves

are closely tied to the presence of cold (typically tens of eV) ions, found for 88% of waves near the separatrix region, and that

plasma properties are consistent with ion acoustic wavegrowth. We analyze one wave event in detail, concluding that the wave

is ion acoustic. We provide a simple explanation for the mechanisms leading to the development of the ion acoustic instability.

These waves can be important for separatrix dynamics by heating the cold ion component and providing a mechanism to damp

the kinetic Alfvén waves propagating away from the reconnection site.
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Abstract17

We report Magnetospheric Multiscale observations of large amplitude, parallel, electro-18

static, proton plasma frequency waves on the magnetospheric side of the reconnecting19

magnetopause. The waves are often found in the magnetospheric separatrix region and20

in the outflow near the magnetospheric ion edge. Statistical results from five months of21

data show that these waves are closely tied to the presence of cold (typically tens of eV)22

ions, found for 88% of waves near the separatrix region, and that plasma properties are23

consistent with ion acoustic wavegrowth. We analyze one wave event in detail, conclud-24

ing that the wave is ion acoustic. We provide a simple explanation for the mechanisms25

leading to the development of the ion acoustic instability. These waves can be impor-26

tant for separatrix dynamics by heating the cold ion component and providing a mech-27

anism to damp the kinetic Alfvén waves propagating away from the reconnection site.28

Plain Language Summary29

The magnetopause is the magnetic boundary shielding the Earth’s magnetosphere30

from the shocked solar wind plasma of the magnetosheath. Magnetic reconnection, a fun-31

damental plasma process, locally breaks this boundary, leading to energization and mix-32

ing of magnetospheric and solar wind plasma. During the reconnection process, the plasma33

is highly unstable and many different kinds of waves appear. In this Letter we investi-34

gate the large amplitude electrostatic waves with frequencies around the proton plasma35

frequency which are often found in spacecraft observations of magnetic reconnection. We36

find that the waves can appear when cold (tens of eV) magnetospheric ions are present37

at the magnetopause, and are generated by an ion acoustic instability between the cold38

ions and the fast flowing electrons often observed during magnetic reconnection. The waves39

might heat the cold ions and couple to the large scales by dissipating parallel currents.40

1 Introduction41

The magnetopause is the boundary between the Earth’s magnetosphere and the42

shocked solar wind plasma of the magnetosheath. Plasma waves are often found in the43

vicinity of the magnetopause (e.g. Fairfield, 1976; Gurnett et al., 1979; LaBelle et al.,44

1987; Tang et al., 2019), and appear to be intimately connected to magnetic reconnec-45

tion (Khotyaintsev et al., 2019), a fundamental plasma process where changes in mag-46

netic field topology result in plasma mixing and explosive energy conversion from mag-47
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netic energy to kinetic and thermal energy (e.g. Birn & Priest, 2007). Though magnetic48

reconnection is a well studied subject some fundamental aspects are still not understood,49

and studying wave dynamics might be crucial to fully understand the cause and effects50

of magnetic reconnection (Khotyaintsev et al., 2019; Wilder et al., 2019).51

The separatrix region is defined as the kinetic boundary separating the inflow and52

outflow regions of magnetic reconnection (Lindstedt et al., 2009). As such, this region53

is characterized by recently reconnected magnetic field lines, complex distribution func-54

tions, and large parallel currents (Khotyaintsev et al., 2006) likely associated with ki-55

netic Alfvén waves propagating away from the reconnection site (Dai et al., 2017; Dai,56

2018; Huang et al., 2018). At the reconnecting dayside magnetopause, which is the fo-57

cus of this Letter, the complexity is even greater due to the variable plasma composi-58

tion. Here the typically tenuous magnetosphere, which can contain both hot (∼ 1 keV)59

and cold (∼ 10 eV) plasma (André & Cully, 2012; Lee & Angelopoulos, 2014), is mix-60

ing with the dense ∼ 100 eV magnetosheath plasma. The end result is that the plasma61

is unstable to the generation of various waves which are often found in spacecraft ob-62

servations. Examples include beam and loss cone driven whistler waves (Graham, Vaivads,63

et al., 2016; Uchino et al., 2017), electron holes (Farrell et al., 2002; Graham et al., 2015;64

Holmes et al., 2019), Langmuir waves (Vaivads et al., 2004; Wilder et al., 2016; Zhou et65

al., 2016), ion acoustic waves (Uchino et al., 2017), and electron acoustic waves (Ergun,66

Holmes, et al., 2016).67

Early observations from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Burch et68

al., 2016) reported the presence of electrostatic waves with large amplitude parallel (to69

the magnetic field) electric fields (E‖) in the magnetospheric separatrix region close to70

the electron diffusion region (Ergun, Holmes, et al., 2016). The waves were found with71

frequencies both below and significantly above the ion plasma frequency fpi. By com-72

paring observations with simulations, the high frequency waves were argued to be con-73

sistent with electron acoustic waves driven by the interaction of a cold magnetospheric74

electron beam with a warmer electron beam of magnetosheath origin, while the mech-75

anism behind the lower frequency waves observed in the MMS data could not be deter-76

mined unambiguously. Uchino et al. (2017) used Time History of Events and Macroscale77

Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) (Angelopoulos, 2008) data to investigate waves78

found in the innermost open boundary layer during dayside magnetopause reconnection.79

The authors presented one wave event similar to the low frequency waves found by Ergun,80
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Holmes, et al. (2016) and concluded that the wave was generated by an ion acoustic in-81

stability. However, to the best of our knowledge, no statistical study of these low frequency82

waves has yet been published.83

In this Letter we use data from MMS to study the large amplitude, electrostatic,84

ion plasma frequency waves observed in and around the magnetospheric separatrix re-85

gion during ongoing magnetic reconnection, looking to answer the questions: What is86

the instability generating these waves? What effect do these wave have on the separa-87

trix plasma dynamics?88

2 Wave observation example89

In this section we start by discussing large amplitude waves observed by MMS dur-90

ing a crossing of the reconnecting magnetopause on the 24th of October 2015. The waves91

are similar to the low frequency waves reported by Ergun, Holmes, et al. (2016) in that92

they are electrostatic, have large E‖, nonlinear waveforms, and frequencies close to fpi.93

We then analyze one wave in detail, placing it in the context of magnetic reconnection,94

and determine its generation mechanism and effect on the plasma dynamics.95

We present an overview of this magnetopause crossing in Fig. 1. This event has pre-96

viously been analyzed in the context of reconnection in the presence of cold ions by Toledo-97

Redondo et al. (2017). Initially, MMS is located in the magnetosphere. At around 07:03:4898

UT, highlighted by the red shaded area, MMS crosses the electron edge (Gosling et al.,99

1990; Lindstedt et al., 2009) as seen by the sudden appearance of low energy magnetosheath100

electrons and reduction of high energy magnetospheric electrons (Fig. 1b). Shortly af-101

ter, around 07:03:51, MMS crosses the ion edge (green shaded region) where the first ions102

of magnetosheath origin are observed (Fig. 1c) and enters the outflow region while re-103

maining close to the ion edge. During this time, strong parallel currents are observed j‖ ≈104

500 nA/m2 (Fig. 1f), together with waves (Fig. 1g) with amplitudes reaching up to 200105

mV/m. There are no corresponding magnetic field fluctuations (not shown), meaning106

the waves are electrostatic. The frequencies of the waves are slightly below fpi (Fig. 1h),107

which indicates that ion dynamics are likely to play a role in the generation mechanism.108

109

In order to investigate the generation mechanism and understand how these waves110

interact with the plasma, we zoom in to the large amplitude waves marked by the dashed111
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Figure 1. Overview of wave observation from MMS4. (a) Magnetic field data from the Flux-

gate magnetometer (Russell et al., 2016) in geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. (b,c)

Differential energy flux (DEF) from Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016) for

electrons and ions. The white line in (c) is the energy corresponding to the E × B drift. (d)

Ion and electron density from FPI. The deviation from quasi-neutrality is artificial, mainly due

to cold ions with energies below FPI’s energy threshold. (e) Ion velocity from FPI in GSE. (f)

Currents in magnetic field aligned coordinates (FAC) calculated using ∇ × B and FPI plasma

moments. (e) Electric field from the Electric field Double Probes (EDP) (Lindqvist et al., 2016;

Ergun, Tucker, et al., 2016) in FAC. (h) Spectral power density of E‖. The green(purple) line

corresponds to the electron cyclotron(ion plasma) frequency. The verical red and green bars show

approximately the location of the electron and ion edges.
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vertical line in Fig. 1, and plot the 1 and 2-dimensional velocity distribution functions112

(VDFs) for ions (Figs. 2a,f-h) and electrons (Figs. 2b,i-k). The VDFs have been inte-113

grated over the entire velocity range of FPI. In the case of ions, two components are clearly114

visible. The cold component with v‖ ≈ −20 km/s corresponds to the cold magnetospheric115

ions seen in Fig. 1c whereas the hotter component with v‖ ≈ −500 km/s and the char-116

acteristic D-shape in Fig. 2f corresponds to transmitted magnetosheath ions moving along117

reconnected field lines south of the x-line (Cowley, 2013), consistent with the southward118

ion outflow in Fig. 1e. The gradual disappearance of low speed magnetosheath ions start-119

ing after ∼05:04:01 in Fig. 2a indicates that the spacecraft is moving closer to the mag-120

netospheric ion edge. The electron VDF primarily contains magnetosheath electrons, and121

is slightly shifted in the −v‖ direction, corresponding to the positive j‖ in Fig. 1f. The122

different plasma components and their distinct parallel bulk velocities constitute a sys-123

tem where there are several positive slopes in the VDFs, and Landau resonance could124

lead to spontaneous growth of different waves.125

Before moving on to dispersion analysis, we briefly discuss the electrostatic prop-126

erties of the wave shown in Figs. 2c-e. In particular we want to determine the wave’s phase127

velocity vφ = vφk̂ for two reasons. The first reason is that vφ depends on the genera-128

tion mechanism, and thus serves as a diagnostic to determine what instability generated129

the wave. The second reason is that once vφ is known, the electrostatic potential can be130

calculated as Φ =
∫
δEvφdt. In this case we are particularly interested in Φ since the131

waveform of δE is non-linear, raising two questions which require Φ to answer: Is there132

a net potential change ∆Φ associated with the waves? Is the non-linear waveform due133

to electron or ion trapping? Since the wave is electrostatic and linearly polarized, k×134

δE = 0, and we can determine k̂ using maximum variance analysis of δE. We find that135

±k̂ is field aligned within the uncertainty. We determine vφ and the sign of k̂ using cross-136

spectral analysis of the electric field between the axial EDP probes (Graham, Khotyaint-137

sev, et al., 2016) and obtain vφ ≈ −100 km/s. Due to the short baseline of the axial138

EDP probes, this speed should be interpreted only as a rough estimate of the actual phase139

speed. The sign, implying anti-parallel propagation, is determined with much greater con-140

fidence. The slow vφ indicates that the instability generating this wave is most likely an141

interaction between either the two ion components, or the cold ions and the electrons.142

We calculate Φ with δE high-pass filtered at 100Hz and plot the results in Fig. 2d. We143

conclude that there is no significant potential change across the waves, ∆Φ = 0, and144
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Figure 2. Particle distribution functions and wave properties observed by MMS4. (a,b)

1-dimensional ion and electron velocity distribution functions (VDFs). (c) Waveform of E high-

pass filtered at 100 Hz. (d) Electrostatic potential of the wave. (e) Spectral power density of

E‖. (f-h) 2-dimensional VDFs of ions sampled at 05:04:01.078. (i-k) 2-dimensional VDFs of elec-

trons sampled at 05:04:01.108, marked by the vertical dashed line in panels (a) and (b). The

central area of the 2-dimensional electron VDFs corresponding to energies not resolved by FPI

are blocked out.
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that the peak value of around Φ = 5V corresponds to an ion trapping range vtr,i =145

vφ±
√

2eΦ/mi of around (−130,−70) km/s, and equivalently an electron trapping range146

of around (−1400, 1200) km/s in the spacecraft frame. The waves are thus capable of147

trapping parts of both the cold ion and electron components, which for example might148

lead to heating of the cold ions and local flattening of the electron VDF.149

We are now in a position to set up and solve the one-dimensional electrostatic dis-150

persion relation (Fried & Conte, 1961)151

D(ω, k) = 0 = 1 + χi,cold + χi,beam + χi,bg + χe, (1)152

where χs(ω, k) is the susceptibility of plasma component s. In addition to the plasma153

components we discussed previously, we include a hot background ion component χi,bg,154

corresponding to the hot magnetospheric ions in Fig. 1c. In Fig. 3a we show the observed155

reduced 1-dimensional VDFs for ions and electrons as the gray circles and cyan trian-156

gles respectively, and the Maxwellian fits by the solid lines. For the fits, we used the den-157

sities (units of cm−3) ni,cold = 11.076, ni,beam = 0.48, ni,bg = 0.08, ne = 11.636, ther-158

mal speeds (in km/s): vth;i,beam = 180, vth;i,cold = 35, vth;i,bg = 900, vth;e = 4160,159

and parallel drift speeds (in km/s): vd;i,cold = 20, vd;i,beam = −580, vd;i,bg = −330,160

vd;e = −410. The corresponding temperature ratio between the cold ions and the elec-161

trons is Ti,cold/Te ≈ 0.13. Solving Eq. (1) numerically we find positive wavegrowth for162

the solution in Fig. 3b. The black(red) line corresponds to the real(imaginary) frequency163

ω(γ), and the circles mark the point of largest γ. The negative ω implies propagation164

in the anti-parallel direction, as was found in observations, and the phase speed at max-165

imum growth marked by the dashed line in Fig. 3a is vmax(γ) = −102 km/s, close to166

the observed vφ. vmax(γ) coincides with a positive slope of the drifting electron VDF, thus167

driving the wave via Landau resonance. In Fig. 3c, we plot the real part of the differ-168

ent χs and confirm that the wave is due to the electrons and cold ions. The imaginary169

parts of χs (not shown) show similar results. The ion-ion instability is stabilized by the170

electrons in this case. We thus conclude that an ion acoustic instability is the source be-171

hind the observed waves.172

In summary, for this event we find E‖ waves with frequency close to fpi in the re-173

connection outflow, near the magnetospheric ion edge. The analyzed wave is propagat-174

ing slowly (vφ ≈ 100 km/s) in the anti-parallel direction, carries no ∆Φ, and can trap175

parts of the electron and cold ion distributions. Dispersion analysis shows that the plasma176
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Figure 3. Dispersion analysis. (a) Observed and fitted reduced VDFs. The dashed line corre-

sponds to the phase speed of the fastest growing wave. (b) Dispersion relation. The circles mark

the points corresponding to the highest growth rate, and λD is the Debye length. (c) Real part of

the susceptibilities of the plasma components for the solution in (b).

is unstable to an ion acoustic instability between the dominating cold ions and the drift-177

ing electrons.178

3 Statistics179

Armed with the knowledge from the previous section, we would like to see if the180

ion acoustic instability can explain the wave observations on a statistical level. To in-181

vestigate this, we scan through 5 months of MMS data when MMS is close to the day-182

side magnetopause (September through November 2015, and October through Novem-183

ber 2016), searching for magnetopause crossings where waves with E‖ > 20 mV/m and184

maximum power within the frequency band [0.5, 2]fpi are observed on the magnetospheric185

side. We find that when the waves are observed in the separatrix region and near the186

ion edge, cold ions are present for 88% (250/283) of the events. The waves where no cold187

ions are present tend to be either solitary waves or have a very small number of wave188

periods, and we exclude these from the following analysis. The wavevectors are typically189

close to field aligned, with a median wave normal angle of 16◦. The waveforms are of-190

ten nonlinear, as previously reported by Ergun, Holmes, et al. (2016). We are unfortu-191

nately not able to determine vφ on a statistical level, only for 20 waves. This is primar-192

ily because Bz is generally the dominant magnetic field component, and the axial EDP193

probes are not ideal for interferometry due to their short separation and floating poten-194
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Figure 4. (a) Cold plasma properties for waves observed in the magnetospheric separatrix

region and near the ion edge. (b) Illustration showing where in the reconnection picture the ion

acoustic waves are observed and the process leading to their formation. The boxes (i), (ii), and

(iii) show where the distribution functions in the right column are observed. The separatrices are

the outermost drawn field lines.

tial difference compared to the spin-plane probes used to calculate the spacecraft poten-195

tial (Graham et al., 2015). However, when we are able to roughly estimate vφ it is typ-196

ically small ∼ 100 km/s, similar to the example in Fig. 2. Since cold ions are present197

during most wave observations they are most likely essential for the generation mech-198

anism, motivating a statistical investigation into the plasma composition. In order to eas-199

ily compute the moments of the cold ion component we take the wave events where the200

energy, WE×B , corresponding to the E×B drift is close to the differential energy flux201

peak of the cold ions. We then compute the cold ion moments by integrating the dis-202

tribution function from the lowest energy to 3WE×B to ensure that we capture the whole203

cold ion distribution and ignore any hot plasma. We only do this calculation when there204

is a clear energy separation between different ion components, resulting in 97 events gath-205

ered from 21 different orbits. In Fig. 4a we present the results. There is a clear trend206

that these waves are primarily found when the cold ions dominate ni,cold/ni & 0.6, the207

cold ion temperature is much smaller than the electron temperature Ti,cold/Te . 0.4,208

and when the parallel drift between the cold ions and electrons is near or greater than209

the ion sound speed cis. These features are consistent with the ion acoustic instability210
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which, in the simple model of a two component plasma, requires Ti < Te to avoid ion211

Landau damping, and energy for wavegrowth is provided by the drifting electrons (Baumjohann212

& Treumann, 1996; Stringer, 1964). What about the waves where we cannot compute213

the cold ion moments? We typically observe many wave events during each magnetopause214

crossing, but we can only apply our analysis on a few (the fraction in Fig. 4a). This is215

often because WE×B fluctuates while the ion energy is comparitively unchanged. How-216

ever, the waves have similar properties and the cold ion component is visually identifi-217

able throughout the crossings. This suggests that the results in Fig. 4a likely apply to218

a larger set of waves, and that the same instability is likely responsible for most of the219

waves observed nearby.220

Here we limited ourselves to waves found in the magnetospheric separatrix region221

and near the ion edge. This is because the inclusion of magnetosheath ions often makes222

it difficult to isolate the cold ion component (Li et al., 2017). Furthermore, as we go deeper223

into the jet and magnetosheath, similar waves start to appear independently of the pres-224

ence of cold ions, suggesting another mechanism such as the ion-ion acoustic instabil-225

ity (Gary & Omidi, 1987) may be partly responsible for waves observed there.226

4 Discussion227

With this Letter we aimed at answering two main questions regarding the large am-228

plitude electrostatic waves with frequencies near fpi which MMS often observes at the229

reconnecting magnetopause. What is their generation mechanism? How do they affect230

the plasma?231

Regarding the generation mechanism, there are three main pieces of evidence that,232

when combined, strongly points to the ion acoustic instability as the culprit. The first233

piece is the fact that the waves seem to be strongly connected to the ion scales, having234

frequencies around fpi, and phase speeds in the range of the ion thermal speed. This sug-235

gests that an electron-electron instability is unlikely to be the source, and that ions are236

important. The second piece is the fact that 250 of 283 waves are found when cold ions237

are present. Moreover, for the 97 waves where we can easily compute the cold ion mo-238

ments we find that cold ions are dominating and have temperatures well below the elec-239

tron temperature, giving a strong indication that the cold plasma component is essen-240

tial. The third piece is the fact that for the example event in Fig. 2, Eq. (1) predicts a241
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growing ion acoustic wave. It is important to note that due to the dynamic nature of242

the separatrix region, the electron flow is highly variable (as seen by the currents in Fig. 1f),243

and waves that are growing in one instance of time may be stable or even damped in the244

next, also consistent with the localized, patchy, waveforms observed. This is reflected in245

the large variation of speeds shown in Fig. 4a. One result of this is that waves are fre-246

quently observed in plasma where the waves should be either marginally stable or slightly247

damped according to the numerical dispersion analysis. These electron variations, and248

the fact that the VDFs are not Maxwellian (contrary to the Maxwellianity assumption249

used in the analytical model) but often much more complex, makes a direct compari-250

son between theory and observation difficult and not conclusive. However, these obser-251

vations combined lets us conclude that the ion acoustic instability is very likely the source252

of these waves.253

To answer the second question, regarding the effect of the waves, we need to take254

a step back and put the information into the context of magnetic reconnection. For the255

ion acoustic instability, the source of the free energy is the fast electron flow, which cor-256

responds to the large j‖ observed in the separatrix region. The underlying mechanism257

leading to the formation of j‖ is the dynamics of a kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW) propa-258

gating away from the x-line (Vaivads et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2018; Dai, 2018). For the259

event in Fig. 1 there is evidence of KAW-dynamics. Starting from near the electron edge260

crossing and continuing until the end of the plot, there is a clear correlation between vix261

and Bx, and between viy and By. At the time where we see the strongest waves (dashed262

line), there is a peak in j‖ associated with a By change of −12nT and an Ex increase263

of 3mV/m. The field ratio Ex/By corresponds to 0.8 times the local Alfvén speed (vA ≈264

320 km/s), and the corresponding Poynting vector S is directed away from the x-line.265

These features are consistent with KAWs propagating away from the x-line (Shay et al.,266

2011; Huang et al., 2018). Analysing other field perturbations for this event yields sim-267

ilar conclusions. The effect of the instability is thus to dissipate j‖ and damp KAWs. If268

the current dissipation is effective we expect j‖ to approach the threshold value of the269

ion acoustic instability, which is |j| ∼ encis in the simple case of a two component plasma270

with Ti � Te (Stringer, 1964). In a more realistic scenario the waves will change the271

shape of the electron distribution and reduce the positive slope, likely leaving an aver-272

age speed above cis also at instability saturation. This picture is consistent with the ob-273

served current densities |j| ≈ 2− 4encis. Thus, the observation is consistent with the274
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idea that the ion acoustic instability limits the current to the threshold value. The in-275

stability can thus effectively damp the KAWs propagating from the reconnection site to276

the ionosphere, thereby providing a coupling between Debye and larger scale physics.277

Observations of ion acoustic waves during ongoing magnetic reconnection has pre-278

viously been reported by Uchino et al. (2017), investigating which waves are present in279

the innermost open boundary layer. The authors could not directly measure the cold plasma280

properties due to instrument limitations, and had to instead rely on various assumptions281

and indirect measurements. Here we confirm with directly measured cold plasma prop-282

erties that the ion acoustic instability can lead to wave generation during dayside mag-283

netopause reconnection. Furthermore our statistical results show that the ion acoustic284

instability is likely to be, also in general, responsible for the large amplitude, ion plasma285

frequency waves often observed by MMS in the magnetospheric separatrix region.286

Finally, we present a schematic of the separatrix region (similar to Lindstedt et al.287

(2009)) in Fig. 4b highlighting the kinetic boundaries, to illustrate the generation of ion288

acoustic waves during reconnection when cold ions (Ti < Te) are present in the mag-289

netosphere. We show only the southern separatrices, but the same picture holds for the290

northern separatrices. When reconnection is ongoing the cold plasma in the magneto-291

sphere (i) is convecting (blue arrows) toward the magnetopause. Here, the lack of free292

energy prevents wavegrowth. As the plasma convects further, it passes the first KAW293

propagating in the direction of the Alfvén edge out from the ion diffusion region (Vaivads294

et al., 2010), and its associated current (orange arrows) which has a large field-aligned295

component. This j‖ corresponds to a v‖ shift between electrons and cold ions as seen in296

(ii). There is thus a positive slope in the electron distribution function, enabling the ion297

acoustic wave to grow via Landau resonance. Throughout the separatrix region we find298

both parallel and anti-parallel currents as shown in the example of Fig. 1, intermittently299

enabling wavegrowth. Field aligned currents are also present in the outflow region (iii),300

again resulting in Landau resonant growth of ion acoustic waves. As we move deeper into301

the outflow, the denser and hotter magnetosheath ions start to dominate, leading to Lan-302

dau damping. This explains why we predominantly see these waves on the magnetospheric303

side. The end result of this picture is that ion acoustic waves are forming throughout304

the magnetospheric separatrix region, dissipating parallel currents, and damping KAWs.305
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5 Conclusions306

We investigate the electrostatic, proton plasma frequency waves with E‖ amplitudes307

reaching up to hundreds of mV/m that are frequently found on the magnetospheric side308

of the magnetopause, often in relation to reconnection events. From dispersion analy-309

sis we conclude that the waves are due to an ion acoustic instability between the elec-310

trons and cold magnetospheric ions in the separatrix region and near the ion edge. We311

support this conclusion statistically by analyzing waves from 5 months of MMS data,312

finding 88% of the waves to be observed when cold ions with thermal energies typically313

in the range 10-100 eV are present. For 39% of wave observations with cold ions, we com-314

pute the cold ion moments and find that cold ions dominate the density ni,cold/ni > 0.6,315

and have temperatures lower than the electrons, typically < 0.4Te. This temperature316

ratio is favourable for ion acoustic waves. Energy for wavegrowth is provided by signif-317

icant parallel currents. Most of the remaining 61% have similar wave properties and are318

found during the same magnetopause crossings as some of the 39% mentioned above. This319

suggests that the ion acoustic instability is responsible for most of the observed waves.320

We conclude that these waves are ion acoustic waves formed when cold magneto-321

spheric ions are convected into the separatrix region, where parallel currents drive the322

plasma unstable to an ion acoustic instability. These waves can be important for sep-323

aratrix dynamics on both small and large scales. On small scale the waves are capable324

of trapping cold ions, possibly leading to heating. On larger scales the waves are dissi-325

pating parallel currents associated with kinetic Alfvén waves propagating away from the326

ion diffusion region by reducing the average electron speed to approximately the ion sound327

speed.328
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